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Getting Priorities Straight 

Things often heard after a show 

� Why does it have to be so loud? 

� The band was great but the sound wasn't 

� I couldn't hear the vocal all night (this equals total failure) 

Things rarely heard after a show 

� That kick drum/organ/kazoo made it worth the ticket price! 

� There was WAY too much attention to detail 

� The vocal was too loud all night 

Do you… 

� get actively involved in system tuning? 

� spend all or most of your time behind the console? 

� evaluate sources before they get to a microphone? 

� evaluate the interaction of instruments as much if not more than you do 
an individual input? 

 

What Makes a Great Mix 

Fluency in the most basic concepts 

� Great mixes are only as good as the delivery system 

� Great mixes are born of great performances:  do everything in your 
power to help the performance 

� Great mixes are born of great sounding inputs:  do everything in your 
power to improve the quality of the inputs and always think "context" 

� Understand microphone choice and placement:  what is the right mic 
and where should it be placed given the conditions and style of input? 

� Know the music:  knowing the music allows you to anticipate parts JUST 
LIKE TIHE MUSICIANS AND THE FANS WILL BE DOING 
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Great Studio Mixes 

� A relative monitoring environment:  linear transfer 

� Well performed, great sounding inputs (GIGO) 

� The instruments are in time with one another (performance coherency) 

� Knowledge of what you are mixing:  mixer is in tune with the musicians 
and has anticipated and presented the song - not just level managed 
instruments 

Great Concert Mixes 

� A relative monitoring environment:  linear transfer 

� Well performed, great sounding inputs (GIGO) 

� The instruments are in time with one another (mix coherency) 

� Knowledge of what you are mixing:  mixer is in tune with the musicians 
and has anticipated and presented the song - not just level managed 
instruments 

Mix Coherence 

� There must be coherence between YOU and the music:  You must know 
the music you are mixing and what makes it tick 

� There's a high level of signal to noise ratio in your mic placements:  you 
need a good level of signal to background noise--more mics might make 
things worse 

� There is a high level of signal to noise ratio in your mix:  know where the 
noise is coming from and turn it down or off 

� All instruments are exiting the sound system at the same time 
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Back to Basics 

The Audio Toolbox - understand the basic tools at 

your disposal 

� Pliers = EQ 

� Hammer = Compressor 

� Screwdriver = Noise Gate 

 

Managing the Console 

Set up the console in a way that enhances - not 

inhibits - your ability to mix the show 

� Can you reach everything you need? 

- Lead Vocal? 

- Soloists? 

- Do you need to bank much? 

� Are you maximizing VCA use? 

 

Setting Pre-Amp Gain 

� Set input fader to 0 dB 

� Set the master fader to 0 dB 

� Adjust the pre-amp to achieve a good input level 

- The level should be optimal.  Close to 0 dBVU 

- The instrument should be loud enough 

� The goal is to keep your fader close to 0 dB to achieve the highest 
resolution in your fader movements 

- The same applies to aux sends.  They work in a semi-log scale as well. 
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� If the inputs are too loud after you start mixing--pull down the group to 
offset the volume but keep your pre-amp/converters working at 
optimum level 

 

Grouping 

Audio Sub Groups 

Advantages 

� Allows you to group elements of your mix AND process them as a 
group 

� Allows placement of the group within the mix with no effect on group 
processing thresholds or drives 

� Allows monitoring of input blends or combinations of groups during the 
performance 

� Allows for higher input levels to be achieved without overdriving the 
master summing bus* 

* This can be the secret to higher resolution multi-track recording 

Disadvantages 

� Employs another gain stage to take care of 
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VCAs 

Advantages 

� Allows access to groups of input or output faders on a single fader 

� If caution is exercised, assignments are easily programmed for instant 
access to what you need 

Disadvantages 

� Once you commit to an offset, caution must be used when changing 
assignments in that any previously set offsets may be lost 

� By moving input faders up or down in level, bus driven effects can be 
negatively effected 

� Few live sound consoles actually allow you to "null" a VCA fader--this 
can keep you mixing in the low resolution portion of the VCA fader's 
throw 

� Can be difficult to listen to a group blend without using solo-in-place 

 

Groups + VCAs 

Advantages 

� Allows for easy assignment and reassignment of VCAs with much less 
fear of losing offsets 

� By assigning audio subgroups to VCAs, allows you to immediately blend 
band vs. vocals 

Disadvantages 

� Uh?? 

� In digital consoles you might want more? 
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Automation 

Build your mix first, then automate 

� The goal is repeatability.  Don't handcuff yourself, free yourself. 

� Automation is not intelligent.  It needs to be told exactly what to do. 

 

 

Tips to Develop Your Skills 

Understand mixing is a mindset and not just a task 

� You are a part of the band 

� Listen with the right set of ears and priorities 

 

Practice Practice Practice 

� Get in the studio and learn to mix 

� Get in a high resolution environment where you can hear what you are 
doing 

 

Don't become a paint by numbers engineer 

� Learning the why is more important than the how 

 

Study different styles of music and what makes 

them tick 

� One approach to mixing will not work for all music 

� One approach to mixing will not work for all music 

 


